Abstract: We propose the idea of "Earth Shielding" to reject cosmic-ray backgrounds, in the search for boosted dark matter at surface neutrino detectors, resulting in the enhancement of the signal-to-background ratio. The identification of cosmic-originating rare signals, especially lacking features, at surface detectors is often considered hopeless due to a vast amount of cosmic-ray-induced background, hence underground experiments are better motivated to avoid such a challenge. We claim that surface detectors can attain remarkable sensitivities to even featureless signals, once restricting to events coming through the Earth from the opposite side of the detector location for the signals leaving appreciable tracks from which the source direction is inferred. By doing so, potential backgrounds in the signal region of interest can be substantially suppressed. To validate our claim, we study experimental reaches at several surface experiments such as SBN Program (MicroBooNE, ICARUS, and SBND) and ProtoDUNE for elastic boosted dark matter signatures stemming from the Galactic Center. We provide a systematic discussion on maximizing associated signal sensitivities.
Along this line, we point out that the Earth itself can play a role of shielding the cosmic rays coming through from the opposite side, with respect to the surface detectors. The notion of utilizing the Earth itself as a cosmic-ray blocker is well known for a long time, having encouraged to place detectors deep underground as mentioned earlier. The idea of restricting to events coming along particular directions on top of it has sometimes been employed to enhance signal purity; for example, various underground, underwater, and under-ice experiments such as Super-Kamiokande (SK) [3] , AMANDA [4] , ANTARES [5] , and IceCube [6] observed the upward-going lepton signals as a way of DM indirect detection. As we will demonstrate throughout this paper, however, the application of the idea to surface-based detectors gives rise to quite striking outputs in the sense of opening unexpected physics opportunities. Furthermore, given that an increasing number of (relatively) largevolume surface-based detectors are in operation or planned these days, we believe that thinking of a similar experiment strategy, dubbed "Earth Shielding", for them is rather timely and highly motivated. Indeed, among the surface-based neutrino experiments, the NuMI Off-axis ν e Appearance (NOνA) Collaboration has attempted to apply this idea for the observation of upward-going muons induced by muon neutrinos created by DM annihilation at the Sun [7] , although official physics results are not available yet. The major background to their signal is the upward-going muon flux, created underground, which can be efficiently vetoed by its track information recorded by the detector in combination with their trigger system.
In this paper, we generalize the idea to any generic signal events which can leave sizable track(s) at a surface detector so that only those coming through the Earth are accepted as valid events. Practically, we propose to take the data coming out of the plane extended by the bottom of the surface detectors for a certain period of time, depending on the region where the signal of interest is originating from. This method is also inspired from the fact that the signal-to-background ratio modulates daily because of the rotation of the Earth and becomes maximized when the signal origin is facing the Earth surface opposite to the detector location in principle.
We organize the flow of this paper as follows. In the first half of Sec. 2, some existing and projected candidate surface detectors are listed along with their key characteristics. The last half is devoted to discussing potential cosmic-ray backgrounds with careful estimations on them. In Sec. 3, we elaborate our proposal of "Earth Shielding", followed by the discussion on a way of improving the signal-tobackground ratio. We then list up a few representative physics scenarios, to which the proposed signal search strategy is applicable, in Sec. 4.1. Of them, we select a benchmark scenario, for which our phenomenological studies are performed, and give a brief, theoretical review on it. Sec. 4.2 contains several experimental reaches set by the events collected according to our proposal here. Finally, we reserve Sec. 5 for conclusions and outlook.
Surface Experiments and Cosmic Rays
Several existing or projected experiments have detectors installed (almost) on the ground. Most of them are aiming at neutrino physics as their first priority mission, in conjunction with high-intensity proton beam sources. Examples include NOνA [8] , Micro Booster Neutrino Experiment (MicroBooNE) [9, 10] , Imaging Cosmic And Rare Underground Signals (ICARUS) [9] , 1 Short-Baseline Near Detector (SBND) [9] , and a prototype of far detectors at Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment (ProtoDUNE) [12, 13] . The first two are currently collecting data, while the last three are expected to be in operation within a few years. All of the above detectors have been usually considered not The numbers with the "∼" symbol are our estimations based on those of similar detectors due to the lack of official announcement. "×2" in parentheses indicates that the relevant detector is composed of two consecutive equal-sized sections.
ideal for signal searches at the cosmic frontier again due to the challenge from a tremendous amount of cosmic-ray background. In particular, ProtoDUNE is not originally intended to pursue physics opportunities partly due to the cosmic background issue, but puts its high priority mission on validating and testing the technologies and designs that are adopted by the DUNE far detectors.
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We shall show that the above-mentioned experiments may have emergent cosmic-frontier physics potentials with the aid of the Earth shielding to resolve the cosmic background issue. Therefore, it is instructive to highlight some of the detector characteristics of those experiments for later use.
• NOνA [8] : The detector is placed almost on the ground up to overburden of barite and concrete, containing liquid scintillators (LS) in a cellular structure, and has been in full operation since October 2014 with 14 kt active mass. It (relatively) lacks official analyses on angular resolution (θ res ) and threshold energy (E th ) for upward-going electrons (from the Earth direction).
• MicroBooNE [9, 10] , ICARUS [9] , SBND [9] : As individual experiments in the SBN Program, MicroBooNE has been in operation since July 2015 while the other two will run within a few years. All detectors employ the Liquid Argon Time Projection Chamber (LArTPC) technology. They are/will be placed about 6 m underground. Their total liquid-phase Argon masses are 170 t, 760 t, and 220 t while active masses are 89 t, 476 t, and 112 t, respectively.
• ProtoDUNE [12, 13] : Two types of LArTPC detectors, Single-phase (SP) and Dual-phase (DP), are under construction at CERN. They consist of about 1.5 kt of total liquid-phase Argon mass (770 t for SP and 705 t for DP), and about 720 t of active mass (420 t for SP and 300 t for DP).
We also tabulate key values in Table 1 for convenience of reference. In this work, however, we will focus only on LArTPC detectors, as the information for elections incident in the Earth center direction is relatively better known or inferred. We leave the study with NOνA for future. In the analysis of Ref. [14] , the borders of the fiducial volume of MicroBooNE are defined as 20 -37 cm inward from each border of the active volume, while the resulting fiducial mass is reported as 55 t. For ProtoDUNE [2] , we set back 35 cm from the borders of the active volumes following DUNE conceptual design report Vol. IV [15] , which results in ∼300 t and ∼210 t of masses for the fiducial volumes of the SP and DP, respectively. Considering the situation for MicroBooNE and DUNE/ProtoDUNE, we believe that it is fairly reasonable to assume that the fiducial volumes of ICARUS and SBND are defined as 30 cm inward from the borders of the active volumes, which leads to the fiducial masses of ∼300 t and ∼70 t, correspondingly.
For the three experiments in the SBN Program (MicroBooNE, ICARUS, and SBND), no official detection threshold energy and angular resolution values for the electron signal currently exist. Only indirect information on E th is available for MicroBooNE [16, 17] , while the experiments adapting a similar LArTPC technology such as ArgoNeuT [18] and DUNE/ProtoDUNE [12, 13, 19] have provided their expected E th and θ res . We conduct our analysis, assuming that the unknown E th and θ res of MicroBooNE, ICARUS, and SBND are the same as the expected ones of DUNE/ProtoDUNE [20] , i.e., E th = 30 MeV and θ res = 1
• unless otherwise noted.
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Moving onto the cosmic-ray background, we divide our discussion into neutrinos and non-neutrino particles such as muons. Neutrinos mostly leave their scattering signatures with matter inside the "fiducial" volume of a detector, not generating tracks coming from the outside. This feature resembles what is expected from the DM interaction, hence they are often considered as irreducible background in DM searches. The experiments of our interest are designed with threshold energies greater than O(10 MeV) so that they do not have sensitivity to solar neutrino events but only to the atmospheric neutrinos. The flux of the latter is substantially smaller than that of the former, and comes into the detector almost isotropically. We now discuss the number of expected atmospheric electron neutrino events N atm νe , based on the study by the DUNE Collaboration [19] . From the fully contained electronlike sample, we estimate
which is in good agreement with the estimation based on the fully contained e-like, single-ring, 0-decay electron, and 0-tagged neutron events reported by the SK Collaboration [21, 22] . Note that for the above simulation and measurement the effect from neutrino oscillations was taken into account. On the other hand, non-neutrino particles including electrons, muons, and pions are, in principle, reducible. The real problem comes about due to their humongous fluxes; even if a tiny fraction of events are mistakenly identified/accepted as signal events, the resulting number of background events will be huge. For example, the integral density of vertical muons with energy greater than 1 GeV at sea level is ∼ 70 m −2 s −1 sr −1 [23] . Considering the observation that the muon energy spectrum appears almost flat below 1 GeV [23] , we estimate the integrated vertical muon flux N µ above ∼ 10 MeV to be
with π steradians included. 4 More recently, the MicroBooNE Collaboration has estimated that a few hundred muons per square meter per second, which is comparable to the estimate in (2.2), may cross the detector active volume [24] . Cosmic muon taggers may be supplemented to a detector for a more efficient muon veto, but an impractically small missing rate is required to suppress cosmic muons to a manageable level.
The fluxes of other high-energy cosmic particles such as electron/positron and pion are subleading as they are smaller by about 3 − 4 orders of magnitude than the muon flux [23] . However, their stopping powers in material are much larger than that of the muon. Therefore, a conservative definition of the detector fiducial volume can significantly abate their contributions. Finally, we discuss cosmic neutrons. The neutron flux is smaller by about two orders of magnitude than the muon one, so the resultant contribution is not negligible. The coupling of GeV-range neutrons to matter is mostly mediated by the strong force, thus they rapidly break up in material. By contrast, MeV-range neutrons can reach the detector fiducial volume without leaving any trace and (predominantly) scatter off nuclei. Therefore, if the signal of interest involves only electron recoil, one may avoid the neutron-induced backgrounds.
In summary, among reducible backgrounds, the muon-induced is most challenging due to its formidable flux and less handles to reject it. In this sense, the idea of Earth shielding, which we shall elaborate in the next section, is mainly targeting at the muonic background.
Earth Shielding
In this section, we describe our proposal of "Earth Shielding" in surface-based experiments to observe a DM-induced scattering signal off target even when its kinematic topology is featureless. The key idea is to use the Earth as shielding material against cosmic-ray backgrounds; one takes the events coming only from the bottom of the surface based detectors for a certain period of time, depending on the region where the signal of interest is originating from. The basic concept of observing the upward-going signals has been widely used in the DM indirect detection via its annihilation into the SM neutrino pair coming from the GC or Sun, in various underground, underwater, or under-ice detectors such as SK [3] , AMANDA [4] , ANTARES [5] , and IceCube [6] . When it comes to the surface-based neutrino experiments, the NOνA Collaboration embarked on a project to observe upward-moving muons [7] , which is conceptually similar to our proposal, although follow-up experimental results (including the issues related with the upward-moving muon trigger) are still unannounced.
When muons penetrate the Earth, the intensity of vertical muons (N µ ≈ 100 m −2 s −1 sr −1 at sea level) decreases rapidly with depth and becomes flat (N µ ≈ 2 × 10 −9 m −2 s −1 sr −1 ) at depth around ∼20 km.w.e.. This flatness is due to muons produced locally by charged-interactions of ν µ [23] . If a muon approaches a detector from underneath at an angle φ with respect to horizontal surface where a detector is located, the muon loses energy while getting through the crust of the Earth by distance 2R ⊕ sin φ. Here R ⊕ denotes the radius of the Earth whose value is 6371 km. If the traveling distance is longer than d flat ≈ 20 km.w.e. ≈ 7 km at the Earth's crust, the vertical intensity would drop by a factor of ∼ 10 11 . In other words, φ should be greater than the corresponding critical value φ cr given as follows:
Therefore, the number of upward-going muons with φ > φ cr will be
Moreover, such muons should enter the fiducial volume without leaving a track to mimic signals. We can conservatively estimate the rate of such "sneaking-in" muons to be ∼ 10 −2 [2, 24] . Combining this rate and the estimate in (3.2), we can safely ignore upward-going muon backgrounds. This further means that the dominant backgrounds would be atmospheric neutrinos entering a detector isotropically. Since we now take the hemisphere underneath a detector at surface level, the corresponding numbers of both signal and neutrino events should be reduced by a factor of 2. LArTPC-based detectors have great advantage over others, e.g., Cherenkov-based detectors, in terms of not only lower threshold and better angular resolution but excellent particle identification, hence providing an additional reduction in atmospheric neutrino backgrounds. With the assumption of a uniform flux, the number of atmospheric neutrino background events within a cone of angle θ C around the direction of the DM source obeys the following relation:
where the total number over all sky N BG (180 • ) is given by (2.1). Be aware of the prefactor 1/2 to reflect that we effectively consider the half of entire sky in order to avoid the cosmic-ray backgrounds by the Earth shielding effect.
We can estimate the signal significance as a function of search cone angle θ C , with the major background rate given according to Eq. (3.3). To see the search cone angle dependence of the signal rate, we consider two typical scenarios: signals originating from DM annihilation and decay. In our analysis, we choose the search cone centered on the direction to the GC assuming the Navarro-FrenkWhite (NFW) halo profile [25, 26] . In Ref. [27] , θ C 10
• was suggested as an optimal cone angle in the search for the boosted DM (BDM), which is created in the universe today via annihilation of dominant relic DM, 5 at large-volume ( 1 kt) Cherenkov detectors. This value essentially maximizes the significance defined as N Sig (θ C )/ N BG (θ C ), where N BG (θ C ) and N Sig (θ C ) are the numbers of background (or B) and signal (or S) events within a cone of angle θ C . However, this formula of the expected signal significance is valid only when N BG N Sig 1, which is not the case for the LArTPC detectors with volumes < 1 kt under consideration. Hence, we use various approximated formulas of expected signal significance in Ref. [23, 28] and show how they change in terms of θ C to choose the optimal angle maximizing the significance for the BDM search. As displayed in the left panel of Fig. 1 , large search cone angle θ C around 20
• − 30
• is optimal for annihilating DM scenarios with a relatively low background rate. Moreover, comparison of different signal events for a fixed number of background events N BG (left panel) shows that the optimal search cone angle θ C is larger if N Sig (or equivalently, the signal-to-background ratio) is bigger. We also explicitly check that the optimal angle θ C is almost intact for a fixed model point just with more data accumulation through a larger exposure time and/or a larger detector volume. On the contrary, the right panel clearly suggests that the optimal search angle θ C is simply 180
• , i.e., the whole sky, for a decaying DM scenario. This is because the signal flux under the decaying DM is linearly proportional to the DM number density so that the increase of N Sig with θ C around the GC is not as rapid as that in the case of the annihilating DM with the flux quadratically proportional the DM number density.
Phenomenology
Armed with the experimental strategy, "Earth Shielding" delineated in the previous section, we devote this section to discussions on several applications. We begin with enumerating applicable physics scenarios followed by reviewing briefly our benchmark DM model, two-component BDM scenario, to apply our proposal, and then exhibit phenomenologically intriguing example analyses relevant to the benchmark model.
Applicable Scenarios
We recall that the threshold energies of (most) surface-based detectors enumerated in Table 1 are O(10 MeV). Therefore, the most promising signals arise from the scattering of boosted SM-sector or dark-sector objects transferring energy above these thresholds to the target. An example for the former category is the conventional DM annihilation into a neutrino-antineutrino pair (νν). Such neutrino events have been studied in various literature [29] [30] [31] [32] as an indirect signal of DM, coming from the GC or the Sun, at the underground neutrino experiments as stated in the previous section. We leave a dedicated study for this scenario to a future project [33] and focus on the other new possibility. One of the representative examples belonging to the latter category, which we shall take as our benchmark DM scenario, is the relativistically produced lighter DM in models of two-component DM. We will show that various phenomenological studies with this benchmark scenario benefit from the "Earth Shielding" even though we are forced to sacrifice some portion (∼ 1/2) of signal data.
Let us give a concise review on essential features of the minimal BDM scenario. For the twocomponent DM models, 6 the heavier one, say χ 0 , has no direct interaction with the SM sector but only through the lighter one, say χ 1 . The assisted freeze-out mechanism [34] dictates the observed relic abundance, which is dominated by the heavier DM component in typical cases, and the cosmological and astrophysical features are mostly the same as those in conventional scenario of weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP). As shown in Fig. 2 , in the present universe, χ 0 can pair-annihilate into a pair of χ 1 's. We are interested in the scenario where the χ 1 comes with a large boost factor due to the large difference between the χ 0 mass, m 0 , and the χ 1 mass, m 1 [27] . Note that this is not the only mechanism of having boosted or, at least, fast-moving DM in the universe today; for example, one can consider models with a Z 3 symmetry which give rise to the semi-annihilation process [35] or models involving anti-baryon numbered DM-induced nucleon decays inside the Sun although the produced DM is not so energetic [36] .
A viable way to probe two-component (in general, multi-component) BDM scenarios is to observe experimental signatures induced by the relativistic χ 1 coming from an area in which χ 0 density is high enough. Examples include the GC [27, [37] [38] [39] [40] , the Sun [38, 41, 42] , and dSphs [37] . Such boosted χ 1 can scatter off detector material in large-volume neutrino experiments [27, 37-39, 41, 42] or conventional WIMP direct detection experiments [40] , and signal detection rates depend on the flux of χ 1 , the incoming energy of χ 1 , and/or relevant detection threshold energy. All of them are operated deep underground in order to control enormous cosmic-ray backgrounds. We point out that for scenarios accompanying additional (secondary) processes on top of the primary target recoil, e.g., the so-called inelastic BDM, hence allowing for the separation of a variety of background events [39, 40] , it is possible to probe the signals even in surface-based experiments such as ProtoDUNE [2] . However, the elastic scattering of χ 1 usually suffers from uncontrollable cosmic-ray backgrounds at surface detectors. Therefore, the search for the elastic BDM signature necessitates utilizing the "Earth Shielding".
Analysis Details
We are now in the position to discuss phenomenology of the aforementioned two-component BDM scenario at surface-based experiments. Experimental sensitivities are generically obtained by the number of signal events excluded at, for example, 90% C.L. The expected number of signal N Sig is given by
where T stands for the target that χ 1 scatters off, σ is the cross section for the process χ 1 T → χ 1 T , F symbolizes the flux of χ 1 , t exp denotes the exposure time, and N T implies the number of target particles in the detector fiducial volume V fid of interest. One should note that in our notation σ includes realistic effects such as the acceptance from cuts, threshold energy, and detector response, hence it can be understood as the fiducial cross section. The 90% C.L. exclusion limit N 90 is calculated with a modified frequentist construction [43, 44] . Here we follow the method in Refs. [45, 46] where the Poisson likelihood is assumed. An experiment is said to be sensitive to a given signal in a model-independent fashion if N Sig ≥ N 90 . Substituting Eq. (4.1) into this inequality, we find
All the quantities in the right-hand-side of (4.2) are constant, and fully determined once a target experiment, hence the associated detectors are chosen. On the other hand, the flux of χ 1 under a BDM scenario in the left-hand side of (4.2) is a function of the χ 0 mass m 0 :
where ρ describes the χ 0 density distribution in terms of the line-of-sight s and solid angle Ω, F
180
• ref denotes the reference flux value in the second line, and σv χ0χ 0 →χ1χ 1 is the velocity-averaged annihilation cross section of χ 0 χ 0 → χ 1 χ 1 at the present universe. Note that we implicitly assume χ 0 and its anti-particle χ 0 are distinguishable. For the indistinguishable case, one should simply remove the overall prefactor 1/2 and repeat the calculation, accordingly.
Here to find F
• ref , we average out the total flux per unit time over the whole sky assuming NFW DM density profile [25, 26] for ρ(s, θ), m 0 = 1 GeV, and σv χ0χ 0 →χ1χ 1 = 5 × 10 −26 cm 3 s −1 . The chosen value for the present-day velocity-averaged cross section is consistent with the observed DM abundance. This is true for BDM scenarios where the dominant relic density is determined by the s-wave annihilation process χ 0 χ 0 → χ 1 χ 1 . A restriction on the signal region may affect the reference flux value; for example, if we integrate the integrand in the first line of Eq. (4.3) (i.e., the differential flux) only within a 30
• cone around the GC for the BDM scenario, it becomes reduced by a factor of 2, i.e., 2F The experimental sensitivity in (4.2) now becomes a more familiar form, scenarios, all model-dependent information associated with the coupling of χ 1 to SM particles is encoded in σ , so that the experimental sensitivity determined by the right-hand side of (4.4) does not depend on modeling of χ 1 − SM interactions. By contrast, σv χ0χ 0 →χ1χ 1 is deeply related to the cosmological history of the universe, and F θ C ref encapsulates information on the DM halo distribution. Once a specific cosmology and a DM halo model are chosen, then the right-hand side of (4.4) essentially becomes proportional to m 2 0 and constant factors determined by detector characteristics. Obviously, weaker-coupled regions (up to acceptance and efficiency) can be probed towards larger t exp , larger N T , and smaller m 0 .
In Fig. 4 , we exhibit the experimental sensitivities with respect to the BDM searches at ProtoDUNE SP (red dotdashed), ProtoDUNE DP (red dashed), ProtoDUNE-total (red solid), MicroBooNE (blue dotted), SBND (blue dashed), ICARUS (blue dotdashed), and SBN Program-total (blue solid).
7 For illustration, we consider elastic scattering of boosted χ 1 off electrons in the detector 7 We henceforth call ProtoDUNE and SBN Program as PD and SBNP, respectively, when mentioning them in the material, but similar analyses for proton target can be readily carried out. Two signal regions are analyzed -1) all sky shown in the left panel and 2) 30
• cone shown in the right panel -together with σv χ0χ 0 →χ1χ 1 = 5 × 10 −26 cm 3 s −1 . The above-chosen 30
• of angle cut allows (almost) the best 90% C.L. limits for ProtoDUNE-total and SBN Program-total, and we observe an improvement by 10% orders of magnitude, in the experimental sensitivities for ProtoDUNE-total and SBN Program-total, comparing all sky and 30
• -cone results in Fig. 4 . We further assume one-year data collection, 8 for which the expected number of neutrino-induced backgrounds for each detector straightforwardly follows from the detector fiducial volume tabulated in Table 1 and Eq. (3.3) . We compute the corresponding N 90 and N BG values accordingly and collect them in Table. 2 just for convenience.
Several comments follow in order. First of all, we observe that the choice of θ C = 30
• is not optimal for MicroBooNE and SBND because their respective t exp N T is too small so that an almost background-free environment is kept even with no θ C cut (i.e., N 180 • bkg 1.4/yr). In general, for any data accumulation with very small t exp N T , increasing θ C ensures better experimental sensitivities. Secondly, we note that the overall flux F contains information on the production mechanism of boosted χ 1 , i.e., annihilation versus decay. Although our choice in this paper is an annihilation model χ 0 χ 0 → χ 1 χ 1 , the result is directly applicable to semi-annihilation models [35] , e.g., χ 0 χ 0 → χ 0 φ with φ being either a SM or dark-sector particle as two χ 0 's are involved in the initial state in both classes of models. On the contrary, decay models, e.g., χ 0 → χ 1 χ 1 (or with additional radiation [47, 48] ) involves a single χ 0 in the initial state so that each sensitivity plot would have a slope half that of the corresponding plot for the annihilation model with a constant shift in the σ direction and σv replaced by the decay width of χ 0 , with the optimal angle cut being all sky as shown in the right panel of Fig. 1 . Thirdly, we remark that F In this sense, the experimental sensitivity resulting from all-sky data provides a halo-independent limit up to the total flux. Fourthly, any electron recoil should exceed the electron threshold energy E th , so the kinematically accessible minimum m 0 is the same as E th . For SBN Program detectors, we conservatively take the same magnitude of E th as that for ProtoDUNE detectors, denoting them commonly by black dotted vertical lines. Finally, direction information is inferred from the recoil track, but they may differ slightly [37] . Here we take the simplified approach that the directionality of an event can be extracted reasonably well due to good angular resolution, good track reconstruction of LArTPC-based detectors, and large enough χ 1 energy E 1 > 30 MeV compared to the target mass m e = 0.511 MeV.
We can translate these model-independent experimental sensitivities into the search limits in terms of model parameters if the interaction between the χ 1 and SM particles is specified. In this paper, we pick a dark photon scenario for illustration in which the relevant Lagrangian terms are summarized to
The first term describes the kinetic mixing between U(1) EM and U(1) X parameterized by the small number . F µν and X µν are the field strength tensors for the ordinary photon and the dark photon, respectively. The second term with the associated interaction strength parameterized by g determines the coupling of the dark sector to the SM sector, mediated by the dark photon X µ .
In the left (right) panel of Fig. 5 , we show the experimental sensitivity in terms of the dark photon mass and the kinetic mixing parameter, i.e., m X − , for the case where the dark photon figure legends to save the space for graphical objects. 8 Since we take the events coming from the detector bottom surface, this effectively becomes half-year exposure, i.e., 3600 s hr −1 × 24 hr day −1 × 365 day ÷ 2 ≈ 1.6 × 10 7 s. Figure 5 . Experimental sensitivities in the dark photon model parameters mX − . Our limits are given by BDM searches in the elastic electron scattering channel arising in the benchmark model described in (4.5). The left (right) panel exhibits the result for the case where the dark photon X decays invisibly (visibly), with one-year data collection from all sky. The brown-shaded regions show the current excluded parameter space by 90% C.L., according to the reports in Refs. [49] (left panel) and [50] (right panel). For both cases, the dark-sector gauge coupling g is set to be unity for simplicity.
predominantly decay invisibly (visibly). Assuming one-year data collection from the whole sky, we consider the total combinations of detectors at ProtoDUNE (red solid curves) and SBN Program (blue dot-dashed curves). To find the boundary values along the curves, we fix m 1 , m 0 (or, equivalently, γ 1 m 1 for the pair-annihilation of non-relativistic χ 0 to a χ 1 pair), and the dark-sector gauge coupling (taking g = 1), followed by numerically computing the value for a given m X to yield the associated N 90 signal events with the E th for electron taken into account. Note that the brown-colored areas denote the current ruled-out parameter regions by 90% C.L. whose boundary values are obtained Refs. [49] (left panel) and [50] (right panel). We see that searches in the elastic electron scattering channel enable to probe parameter regions unexplored by past experiments with an order of magnitude better sensitivity. Here ProtoDUNE-total and SBN Program-total show similar parameter reaches due to their comparable fiducial volumes.
While the previous analysis scheme constrains the sector relating χ 1 with SM particles, one can interpret the same set of data, focusing on the sector connecting χ 0 and χ 1 . As the first example, in Fig. 6 , we demonstrate the number of signal events per year (in red contours) for all-sky data (left panel) and 30
• -cone data (right panel) in the standard parameterization of m 0 versus m 1 , fixing V fid = 0.5 kt, m X = 20 MeV, and g · = 4 × 10 −4 . The dark gray-shaded area represents the 90% C.L. exclusion bound inferred from the atmospheric neutrino measurement in Ref. [51, 52] for which data over the whole sky was collected for 13.6 years by the SK Collaboration. We provide the same limit from the SK all sky data for the 30
• -cone case since angular information of the data is not available. We use the fully contained single-ring e-like events including both sub-GeV (0-decay electron events only) and multi-GeV as a conservative estimation of a total of 10.7 years [51] and normalize the rate to 13.6 years [52] . Here we include 10% systematic uncertainty in the estimation of background number of events. On the other hand, the light-shaded area in the right panel represents current bounds from the BDM search in the elastic electron scattering channel using 161.9 kt·yr of data observed by the SK Collaboration [22] . This recent analysis classifies the observed events in three different energy bins for bounds with all sky data from SK (13.6 yr) [51, 52] , assuming 10% systematic uncertainty in the estimation of background number of events. The light-shaded area in the right panel represents current BDM bounds using 161.9 kt·yr of data reported by SK [22] . several choices of angular cones (≤ 40 • ), which greatly improves the exclusion limit, as clearly shown in the right panel. The data corresponding to all sky is not available, so we only show the bound for 13.6 years in the left panel. Obviously, LArTPC-based detectors allow to explore the parameter space towards the lower-right uncovered by SK. This is essentially the region where the relevant electron recoil energy is lower than ∼ 100 MeV.
Similarly, the expected 90% C.L. exclusion of 0.5 kt-V fid detectors are shown as red contours in Fig. 7 , covering the the diagonal boundary. 9 Again, note that one-year (two-year) data effectively corresponds to half-year (one-year) exposure. A recent study [37] shows that an optimized analysis using GENIE neutrino Monte Carlo software can reduce the number of atmospheric neutrino background down to N
• bkg = 12.8 yr
. This is about a factor of 3 reduction from the previous estimate as in (2.1) . With this improved estimation of background, we revisit the expected 90% exclusion bounds from 1-year and 2-year running of 0.5 kt-V fid , and the corresponding results are shown in Fig. 7 as red-dotted curves for all sky (left panel) and 30
• cone (right panel), respectively. The improvement of the experimental sensitivities with this new background estimation is reduced for 30
• cone compared to all sky since the signal-to-background ratio increases due to the reduced number of background events resulting in an optimal search angle θ C > 30
• as discussed in Sec. 3.
Conclusions and Outlook
In general, it is challenging to fulfill physics analyses for rare signals coming from the sky, which are observed at surface-based detectors, because the number of cosmic-ray events, part of which potentially mimic the signal of interest, is huge. In particular, if the expected experimental signature is featureless, separating the rare signal events out of cosmic-origin background ones is almost impossible. In light of this situation, we claimed that a reasonable extent of signal isolation is nevertheless achievable at the price of a certain fraction of signal events. The idea behind it is to restrict to the events coming out of the Earth surface so that potential cosmic-induced background events are significantly suppressed while they penetrate the Earth, being essentially left with neutrino-induced events. The directionality information of an event is of crucial part, and therefore, the proposed method is readily applicable for the cases in which the signal of interest accompanies target recoil with a sizable track and the associated detector is good enough at the track measurement. For the sake of validating our main idea, we considered the elastic scatterings of the lighter DM particles created by an annihilation/decay of the dominant DM relic, at several benchmark surface (or nearly surface) detectors including SBN Program and ProtoDUNE preceded by careful estimates for possible backgrounds. We found that a sufficient level of signal sensitivities can be achieved, demonstrating the experimental sensitivities in several ways. First of all, we exhibited (model-independent) experimental reaches at the benchmark detectors in the plane of (fiducial) signal cross section versus the mass of dominant DM, m 0 (see Fig. 4 ). Since our BDM scenario under consideration involves a dark photon, which mediates the interaction between the lighter DM and the SM fermions, we plotted the possible coverage of parameter space in the m X − plane as shown in Fig. 5 , from which we observed that some extent of uncovered parameter space can be probed at the benchmark detectors. Finally, in Figs. 6 and 7, we translated the experimental reaches in terms of a standard model parameterization of BDM scenarios, i.e., m 0 versus m 1 , and found that our benchmark detectors can access a large area of model space unexplored by the SK experiment [22] .
In summary, our proposal with the "Earth Shielding" allows surface detectors to search for featureless signal events and provide meaningful signal statistics for various phenomenological studies. We stress that the underlying idea is very generic and thus can be straightforwardly applied to any existing and future surface-based experiments, hence strongly encourage experimental collaborations to consider the methodology elaborated in this paper for their future data analyses.
